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CONCERNING RESOLVENT KERNELS OP VOLTERRA INTEGRAL EQUATIONS 
J. NAGY, E. NOVAKOVA, Praha 
In this paper, a class of linear Volterra integral 
operators of convolution type is being investigated such 
that the kernel of the operator satisfies a certain linear 
ordinary differential equation with constant coefficients. 
It is shown that for every such operator there exists a 
linear ordinary differential equation, describing in some 
sense the properties of the operator. The latter differen-
tial equation makes it possible to compute effectively 
resolvent kernels of Volterra integral equations. 
-»• Notation. Let C denote the set of all complex 
numbers. Let R + denote the set of all non-negative real 
numbers. We shall denote by *t the set of all continu-
ous functions f; JL+—> C and by <€***> (for Jk, posi-
tive integer) the set of all Jfe -times continuously dif-
ferentiable functions £; TL+—* C . Sometimes we write 
% ' instead of £ . If x,, Jk, are integers, 0 & 
£ n, & Jk, , and £ € €c™ then the symbol £°* y deno-
tes the n, -th derivative of the function f . Especially, 
f£0> denotes the function £ itself. 
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*• Definition* Let a-f Sr be two continuous func-
tions. A linear integral operator T : € —* € is defi-
ned as follows: 
(1) TxCt) m aCt) + /.*C*~4>>* (4>)d,* . 
o 
3* Remark. The substitution AJU m t - 4> in the 
integral / irCt ~/t>) x C4») <L*> gives 
(2) / . * C t ~*)*C*)cU m /*(*-*,)Mr (u*)dL4A, 
and the relation (1) becomes 
t 
(3) T*Ct> m <*,(*)+ fx(t -*)&(*)<£& 
• • Lemma. For any non-negative integer to, and for 
/•Jb.% 
any given functions <JU, ̂  e £ , the operator T maps 
V'*-*0 into *<*> . Moreover, for every AL C «£<*-4) 
and its image *r » T-u- , 
t 
(4) tirCt)«aCt)+ /jft-Ct-/fc),a* C*)c£<* , 
the following is true: 
• / ^ ^ C t - * > i f c C * ) A * . 
Proof (by induction). The theorem on differentiation 
of an integral with respect to a parameter ensures that 
the function nr given by (4) is differentiable if a, f 
k e *€ 4 f At* m *C . The derivative of nr is then 
738 
v&tt) ** JtrCQ)u,(t) + o,c4>Ct) + fjtrc4>Ct-*>)M,U)d,A> 
o 
Thus the operator T maps < t f ) into *ic4) % hence 
(5.1) holds. Now, let us suppose that 
(5.k-l) *rl™«) - .Z* ir^^hOi^Ht) * 
» • » 
0 -*• o-
holds and furthermore a, Jfr" 6 «£**', .^ # tf **"'*, Then the 
function /ir*c*~'° is continuously differentiable and the 
differentiation with respect to t on both sides of 
(5.k-l) gives 
JL «•» A 
t 
Substituting £ -j- 4 — > -j. in the last equation (5.1c) 
is easily obtained* 
5* Remark* From (5. k) and (2) it follows immediately 
(6.k) nrc**U) m 3L Jtrcm"'^4>C0)^>Ct)^^Ct) + 
(*.>, + fм, Ct~Ą>) *rcm?Cљ) dLљ 
0 
Supposing now a,tA*~m *C
cHy
f Mr c £ * *
 7
 9 and using (2) 
to modify (4) to the form 
* 
(7) nr Ct) m cuCt) + JAA, Ct -*)*(/* )d4> , 
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we obtain from Lemma 4: 
(8.k) *rCm>Ct) « *Z AjJh^'^CO)Mri^Ct) +a,cmCt) + 
§>m0 
t 
+ Ju.c** Ct - *>) b* CM) d A> . 
0 
This may alao be written, using the relation (2), as 
(9.k) nrim)Ct) ** H^ju,c^^>CO)Jlrc^Ct) + a**tt> + 
&m0 
-t- J* JtrCt -A>)M,Cm>C*) cL* . 
9 
Relations (5.k),(6.k),(8.k) and (9-k) make it possib-
le for the operator T to be conveniently characterised 
by certain linear differential operators. 
&• Theorem. Let A 0 , A1,..,, A ^ be complex con-
stants and a, Mr e tCCm'> . Let Mr be the solution of 
the initial value problem 
(10) 2. A-xCm}** 0, xcWCQ)mJlfCm>C0)>m Jb:,Jk**0,4r.,fm,~4t 
If u* e *€cm,mi> , then the function nr m TAA, is the so-
lution of the initial value problem 




with the initial condition* 
(12) v(0)-a,CO), <rt*\Q)-Jb^<tM,C0) + Jbim±M,
mCO) + ...+ 
+ *pju.
(*-4,C0) + a,(*\o) , i--4,1,..., n-1 . 
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Proof* Let 
trCt) m a C t ) + J frit -A>)AA.i*)dL* . 
Then, according to (6.k), there holds for a l l integers 
0 < to, & m, 
A^ir^'c t ) - A^ jE <%^f i i . ^ * > * ^ 
Hence, summing over all H 's from 0 to m, and using the 
assumption. X A-^ir C*) •» 0 , we have 
1 A vcil>Ct> • l A ^ A i , ^><rt) +J l Afe **'«> • 
4%fiO ^ *---0 ** £*0 *•-£-»* At«0 ^ 
From the Dirichlet's formula for double sums we obtain 
JL A^nr^U) -X*u,*\V % AM JUL -* £ A^of^Ct) , 
jfc.«0 ** £ « 0 tom}+i ** **•*-* jfc«0 *• 
which is equivalent to (11). 
7* Remark* If the function a also satisfies (10), 
then (11) becomes 
_ 51 (13) S^-SV*^*'* 1-.".? A***-*.-̂  • 
Let Theorem 6 be illustrated by two simple examples. 
8. Examples. 1. Let a, e f?ca> be arbitrary and 
^ C t ) . / ^ * ^ * - ' . A, , 0a , .% . *» « C . 
Then ^ - /3t, + Aa , 4. - \ A, + *» Aa t K
 m A, *a > 
For any a c *? M > the function 
y.M - a » ) +/ t</.VeAfC*'*+1^e*
ia'*>).x ob>c£A 
solves the following initial value problem 
A ^ . ca,*.\> +*"+ a, x^ m x^ xx act>- ix^x^^c-t) + 
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+ o,a >C*>- CfaVL%+ (!>z\)xCt) + Cfli+ flz) x"* Ct) , 
with the i n i t i a l condit ions 
t+CQ) m a.CO), nfci,C0)m a,ci)CO)+ Cfa + a^xCO) . 
<n.~i j 
2 . Let a,Ct) * t2L a,, t be an arbitrary polyno-
stial and JtrCt)s tmmi . 
Then J&j - 0 tor $ m 0,4t..,,m-2 , * £ M m (m.- 4)! f 
A± m 0 for i * Q,4,...,<n.-4, A ^ « 4, &0 » (<n-4)( , 
3 ^ m Q tor $, m 4, 2, ..,, m, - 4 . 
For any x * £<*•-'> the funct ion 
* «L 4 
*u.(t) s o,Ct) + /Ct-A>) X C*)d/> w 0 
solves the following initial value problem 
njf*mCm.-4)ixCt)9 ty&CO) * a&CO) m £ f o^, #m0,4,...,,n~4. 
9- Remark. Theorem 6 may serve as a useful tool for 
the computation of fixed points of the integral operator 
(1) or, which amounts to the same, for the solution of a 
Volterra integral equation of the second kind* Actually, 
a function x m <£cm'^ is a fixed point of the operator 
T iff x is the solution of the equation 
xCt)ma,Ct) + /Jb-Ct-A>)xCA)dA>, t 2: 0 . 
o 
It then follows from Theorem 6 that x solves the 
initial value problem 
<-*> ^ C - ^ ч l Л ^ . 
cъmK-Лu<AiЧ^i> *>-o>i,-~,<*-Ą> c«.m Лn. • 
with the initial conditions 
(15) oc C0>»aC0>, *<*>C0).*kль. . ***C0)+ <P\o), 
£. m 4џ 2,**'9 tfX — 4 
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The two examples in 8 show that the solution of 
xCt>»aXt)-i-/C/S e i + (lze * )*C*)«i,t» 
may be found by solving the initial value problem 
*<*>- C^ + X^fl^ + fr^^+CXi^fl^X^+^X,)* m 
m XA X9 a,Ci)- CXA + Xn)a,
m(t) + cLCiy(t) ., 
x C O . a C O ) , ^c%>«C/3^/3Jl>a,C0)4. a/** CO; . 
Similarly, the solution of the integral equation 
*Ct; a .2. a,, t* + J Ct-A*)0*"* (*)<£/*> 
may be obtained by solving the initial value problem 
«v A»t 
Since the kernels of the type Mr(t) m ,2L /J. e * 
* a r * | * 
occur quite frequently in many practical problems of the 
control theory, an explicit formula for the corresponding 
initial value problem is given below. 
10 • Example. The solution of the integral equation 
xCt). a,Ci) + f (.2. fi- e )* (*)OLA> 
0 +mi* * 
may be found by solving the initial value problem (14), 
(15). The numbers Aj,, in (14) are now the coefficients 
of the polynomial 
TCX) » !, A***-.?.(X~X.) . 
fc,«0 m 4,m<t * 
It is known that the coefficients Aj^ may be expressed 
by the roots X- as follows: 
4 . - ' . 
A^-C-O^.^A^Av...\A, *.4.f * . 
%<^<»<<fc 
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The number* % , a^ « o/**C0) in (15) are gi-
ven by the relation 
K'&H*? > *>-0,*,...,m.-A . 
-•--• Remark. In the analysis of a linear integral 
equation 
t 
(16) x ( t > » a C i ) •* / 4 K t - 4 > > . x C*><£>* 
a very important role is played by its resolvent kernel 
H, given as a solution of a linear integral equation 
(17) *Ci> - Jb-Ci) + J *r(t - *)*,(*)<£* . 
It is well-known that if a function n, is a resolvent 
kernel of Equation (16), then the solution * of (16) may 
be expressed as 
(18) * (i> m a,Ct) + JH,(t -A>) a, (*)oL/s> . 
0 
Since the resolvent equation (17) is again a linear 
Volterra integral equation, Theorem 6 or its modifications 
in Remarks 7 and 9 may be applied. Thus the following theo-
rem may be formulated: 
3-2* Theorem* Let the function Xr e *€ be a solu-
tion of the equation 3E Aj^ * m} m 0 . Then the re-
solvent kernel K of the equation (16) satisfies the ini-
tial value problem 
d9) jLti+**>-o. <W--V-4L **>----« • 
with the initial conditions 
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(20) *C*V0> -JtoJb^»***\0)9 *-0,4,...,«i~4 , 
Whtf6 ftC~"CQ) m A . 
13. Remark. It may be seen that finding the solution 
of the initial value problem (19),(20) for the resolvent 
kernel is easier than solving the initial value problem 
for the solution of Equation (16) itself. Moreover, if the 
resolvent kernel ft of Equation (16) is known, any solu-
tion of Equation (16) with an arbitrary right hand side 
cuCt) is found by integration using Relation (18). On 
the other hand, when using Equation (14), the correspon-
ding particular integral of this equation has to be compu-
ted for each particular choice of the function a C-t) . 
Now, let us apply Theorem 12 to find the resolvent 
kernel of the integral equation from Example 10. 
14* Examples. 1. The resolvent kernel of the linear 
Volterra integral equation 
t m, AiCt-*> 
(21) xCi> » ctCi) * /(.Z. ftj e > * U ) d * 
0 %* 4 ^ 
satisfies the initial value problem (19),(20) with the 
coefficients A ^ , ^ described in Example 10. In a 
special case, e*g* for /rv&2 , the initial value pro-
blem has the form 
(22) * c a ^ c a n + a ^ f y + / y x
w V ^ 
*u»«^*£a, *
L*co)-lfli, + (^+ fi^* fl±\ 
Let ^ , {(*»£ be characteristic roots of Equation (22), 
«, 4- £*£. The resolvent kernel A, is then 
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i * « ) . X., •"»* + Ka e 
fi^t 
with 
V ^ T - ^ "Ai+ /-!>*• A, V ^ a » - f A r + V ( u . i J > 
1 
C C Í V / V Í S - <Ą + lV-A, л., - i \ A â -1 CVftt 
In the special case .iKi) *» 4 - e~* which often 
occurs e.g. in the theory of phase controlled oscilla-
tions, the resolvent kernel is obtained as the solution 
of the initial value problem 
A ^ . ^ - f l , x C O ) « 0 , x t / r > ( 0 > ~ 4 . 
Setting £*t,4» - J ^ * * 6 5" ***
e resolvent ker-
nel fu of the integral equation with the kernel MrCt) *s 
& 4 - e~* has the form 
K ( i ) a ~Sr* («• - e ) . 
2. The resolvent kernel ft for an integral equation 
with the kernel SxCt) *» 2E a,, t may be found as the so-
lution of the initial value problem (19),(20) as follows. 
The polynomial Jtr is the solution of the differential 
equation ac***'" . 0 . Thus A ^ * i , A ^ « 0 for 
4* « 0,4,.,,,/n-, 4 ^ * Jt ? a ^ for <flts» 0f 4,**,, /n, . 




for Jfe » 4, &, #»., /*t + 4 . 
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Thus the resolvent kernel solves the initial value pro-
blem 
^ " L a*****- a,,,*''*-0-.,. - Cm- W / o ^ ^ . m l v 
a 0 , 
x ^ C O ) - |.0 Cfr-Jfe>!a^_**
C*"1V0), £ - M , 2 , . . . , ̂  . 
3* A procedure similar to that described above leads 
to differential equations for resolvent kernels of inte-
gral equations having kernels of the type £r(i) -* ?(t) e** 
with F(t) a polynomial of the degree m, - 4 . It is ob-
vious that the function £* is a solution of an ordinary 
linear differential equation of the order m with con-
stant coefficients 
Jl! C-4>*c£>A****'*>~ ° f 
with X the characteristic ^oot of multiplicity m, . 
Hence 
A»o*« <-<>*<£>** \ * *rc*kO)«.£cf)?c*'*yCO)SL* , 
Ci»C--f>
4C^)A*i-
- ic-^r^cf ̂ x*-*' &L*T*) p^^'co) a* . 
Now, substituting these values of the constants C^ , 
Jb^ into (19) and (20), the initial value problem for 
the resolvent kernel is obtained. 
15* Remark. The method described above leads to al-
gebraic equations, whose roots will eventually have to be 
computed. Here we meet with the same difficulty as when 
using the Laplace transforms. Notwithstanding, in several 
special cases our method is more convenient and the pro-
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ceas of computing the resolvent kernels ia very simple* 
The procedure just described may be modified in many ca-
ses in a variety of ways depending on the special form 
of the kernel* One of such modifications will be shown 
in what follows. 
16* Example* fake the same kernel as in Example 
14.3, that is, XrC-t) ** P ( t ) e A i and the resolvent 
equation in the form 
(22) *.(*).» PCt)eAt + e /*Ct-*)?(*)•**4* 
where e may be either i or - i . Setting irCt) « 
m JbrCt)m e*C*),«,Ct)«aCt>»PCt>eAt into (5*k) we obtain 
^Ci> .e* iV*^^ 
Denoting nS^CO) -=• £ and introducing the abbreviated 
notation ^CQ) « it̂  for £ m - i, 0,4,1, ... , 
H^Ct) • e t /tc%-^JCO)(P(i>eAt>c*> , 
we have 
|p^ctL a^ A ).*i , 
wh*r« 
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(23) V*)- Ca>-J h**><™"&*<*-4) • 
. . . . •C^-9,-#.4) *u„imi X*~** . 
Clearly, the polynomial Q^Cft) ia the o^-th deriva-
t ive of the polynomial fiL CA) # Thus the ik>-th deri-
vative of both the sides of the resolvent equation (22) 
may be written in the form 
(24.k) * , w C t ) » E 2 - * e + 
%•<> ft! 
* e /V^ft-^PC*)***** . 
o 
17. Remark. Equation (24.k) appears to be a very use-
ful tool when investigating the various qualitative and 
quantitative properties of derivatives of the resolvent 
kernels of Volterra integral equations having kernels of 
the form P C t ) e * . One illustration of such appli-
cations is given in the next example. 
18• Example. Let us investigate the following pro-
blem. Does there exist a polynomial T(t) m a^ + Os, t + ... 
...+0^ t * of the degree Jk- - 4 such that the 
resolvent kernel K, , corresponding to the Volterra kernel 
irCt)« PCt)e** , will also be a polynomial of the same 
degree? We shall find the conditions of the existence of 
such polynomial. Since K is required to be a polynomial 
of the degree M. - i 9 its Jk, -th derivative haa to be 
identically zero. Since the function K ^ is a solution 
of Equation (24.k), the following must hold: 
e Z. -r* — e m 0 . 
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Hence all coefficients fl^CA) for £sr 0,4,.,., it-*f 
have to be zero* Thus A is the root of multiplicity 
Jt of the polynomial A ^ C A ) . Consequently, 






. . 4 * , 
Setting * * its - £, - 4 we have 
Since the number . k is the t, -th coefficient of 
**> • 
the resolvent kernel H* , we have finally obtained an ex-
plicit formula for the resolvent kernel 




Now, the coefficients a,- » . , of the polynomial 
PCi) remain to be found. Equation (22) may be rewrit-
ten in the form 
PCt) - *«>•-"- m/iCt-Mm-*"******** • 







H Ct,A)~ - e.Ł p . CьUУшГ**)** 
<£жO **mlř* 
ъ.l Ł, Д f£> ЛiX-лЃ2- e~лt, 
*« Ь *-*-* a-.û 
Ä - Í Ł > Ш - ^ > c - л ) e - A * , 
where 
Г c 0 ) ' ~ . y ы -
anđ 
(25) V-A)-aГt-A>-Æř-«*-W-^A* > 
5 * ^ * > - .&*c*-o <*-**4)p^.,<-*>»-* , 
which is the ^-th derivative of S^C-A) . 
Since V Lt) is a polynomial of the degree jfe -. 4 
necessarily F ^ C t ) m 0 for all t , and hence, similar­
ly as above, ft^C-A) » 0 for all £ » 0, *,..._ 
...,^-1. Thus -A is the root of multiplicity Jlv of the 
*»v 
polynomial ft^C-A) . 
Hence and from (25) we have 
«.X C-e)C^> A***»* * .Z P- . ** , 
and thus 
Setting <£ » 4* - £. - 4 , we obtain 
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«ч -£/- - - * <*•< > - T Ž ^ 
In thia way, the following reault has been obtained: for 
each kernel of the form frCt) »PCt)e A t ***** *<*> m 
-»-t,2 CJT4) — T T ~ t* the correaponding reaolvent 
4.(0.0 V T I *£ f 
kernel /c ia the polynomial 
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